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Abstract. The medial model is a powerful shape representation method
that models a 3D object by explicitly defining its skeleton (medial axis)
and deriving the boundary geometry according to medial geometry. It
has been recently extended to model complex shapes with multi-figures,
i.e., shapes whose skeletons can not be described by a single sheet in
3D. This paper applied the medial model to a 2-chamber heart data set
consisting of 428 cardiac shapes from 90 subjects. The results show that
the medial model can capture the heart shape accurately. To demonstrate
the usage of the medial model, the changes of the heart wall thickness
over time are analyzed. We calculated the mean heart wall thickness
map of 90 subjects for different phases of the cardiac cycle, as well as
the mean thickness change between phases.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of cardiac imaging techniques, there has been in-
creased interest in geometric models that allow the accurate extraction of mean-
ingful shape features and provide correspondence support for population studies.
The heart walls are thin, sheet-like structures which can be effectively described
by skeletons (medial axes). Medial models [1,2], which describe a structure by
explicitly defining its skeleton and deriving the boundary geometry from the
medial axis, have the ability to represent shape compactly and provide global
shape features. Some of those shape features, like wall thickness and surface cur-
vature, have the potential to provide useful information about functions of the
heart [3]. However, the applications of medial models on cardiac shapes are still
quite limited, probably due to the complex shape of the heart [4]. Here the term
“complex shape” refers to the structure whose skeleton can not be described by
a single curve (2D) or single sheet (3D).

One relevant work to this paper is the “centersurface method” proposed by
Bolson and Sheehan [5]. It constructs a triangulated centersurface (medial axis)
midway between the input endocardium and epicardium surfaces via skeletoniza-
tion, and then it defines the local thickness at the vertex of the centersurface as
the length of the line segment which is perpendicular to the centersurface at this
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point and lies between the endocardium and epicardium surfaces. However, the
method only deals with a single heart chamber. And unlike medial models, the
shape features (thickness maps) generated from different objects are not aligned,
posing problems for further population comparison.

There have been efforts to model complex shapes using medial models. The
difficulty of constructing medial model for complex shapes arises from the fact
that the geometric relationship between the medial axis and the boundary im-
poses equality constraints that must be satisfied along the seam curves (curves
where different medial sheets meet). Han et al proposed a “multi-figure” medial
model [6] that represents each part of a complex object medially, but does not
model the connections between parts in terms of medial geometry. Rather, it uses
surface blending to attach a “child” single-figure medial model to its “parent”.
This type of model is very useful when complex objects have a “parent-child”
organization of parts (like the hand, with a palm and five fingers) and the medial
geometry and shape features along the connections between parts are less inter-
esting, but it is not clear how it can be applied to structures like heart. Terriberry
[7] proposed using Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces to model the skeleton and
enforced the equality constraints by locally modifying the skeleton at seam curves
to use interpolating splines. This solution is elegant, but it is somewhat limited
by the requirement of Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces with quadrilateral el-
ements being used. To the best of our knowledge, Terriberry’s complex shape
medial model has not yet been applied to large-scale anatomical modeling.

We have recently proposed a medial model for complex shapes which uses soft
penalties to enforce the equality constraints required by medial geometry[4]. It
turns out to be robust, easy to implement and sufficient in practice. In this paper,
as a demonstration of the medial model, we apply it to a large scale cardiac data
set with 428 heart instances for a time-course wall thickness analysis.

2 Method and Experimental Results

2.1 Materials

The data set we used contains 428 heart shapes from 90 subjects consisting
of both healthy subjects and patients suffering from common cardiovascular
pathologies, including myocardium infarction (25), hypertrophy (21), LV dila-
tion (6), LV aneurysm (2), RV dilation (2), LA dilation(5), RA dilation (2), and
pericarditis(4). The MR images were generously provided to us by CETIR Sant
Jordi Centre (Barcelona, Spain). The acquisition parameters are: TR: 3.75 4ms,
TE: 1.5-1.58 ms, FA: 45, slice thickness: 8C10 mm, slice size: 256 × 256 pixels,
resolution: 1.56 × 1.56 mm and FOV: 400 × 300 mm2, on a General Electric
CVI 1.5 T MR facility. Expert segmentations were manually drawn on the en-
docardial left ventricle and right ventricle borders, and on the epicardial border
of the whole heart to construct a 2-chamber heart model usually including 8-12
slices from the base to the apex. Five different phases of the cardiac cycle were
segmented: End Diastole (ED),Mid Systole (MS), End Systole (ES),Diastole 1
(D1) and Diastole 2 (D2).
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2.2 Medial Modeling of Cardiac Shapes

The medial model approach leverages the idea of inverse skeletonization: the
skeleton (medial axis) of an object is defined first and the object boundary is
constructed analytically from the skeleton. The medial model for a particular
object is derived by fitting a deformable medial template to the binary image
mask of the object. The skeleton is described as a combination of medial mani-
folds m in R3 and a positive valued radial thickness field R in R+, where the m
and R can be the user-specified mesh/surface/function. The Loop subdivision
surface is used in this work to represent the medial manifolds. The equations
used to derive object boundary b± from the skeleton are the following

b± = m + RU± (1)

U± = −∇mR ±
√

1 − ‖∇mR‖2 Nm, (2)

where Nm is the unit normal vector of the medial manifold at point m, U± are
unit length vectors orthogonal to ∂O at b±, and ∇m is the Riemannian gradient
of R on the medial manifold.

The key difficulty of the medial model approach lies on the well-posedness of
the inverse skeletonization problem; that is, given arbitrary connected surface
patches m and an arbitrary positive field R, the {m, R} pair may not form the
skeleton of any subject. Rather, inverse skeletonization is only possible for those
{m, R} pairs which satisfy a set of equality and inequality constraints required
by the medial geometry [1,7,4]. In our algorithm, the equality and inequality
constraints are both incorporated as soft penalty terms in the deformable medial
model, and the equality constraints are then further enforced by a brute-force
local adjustment[4].

The need for equality constraints can be motivated by geometric facts. Ac-
cording to Eq. 1, one medial surface will generate two boundary surface patches.
Therefore if all the boundary patches are to meet together seamlessly to form
the boundary of an object, equality constraints are needed along the edges and
seam curves of medial manifolds.

Along the medial edge (boundary of the medial manifolds), the following
corresponding equality constraint is needed to ensure that the two boundary
patches meet each other (b+ = b−):

‖∇mR‖ − 1 = 0. (3)

Accordingly, a soft penalty term for violating this constraint can be put as

(‖∇mR‖ − 1)2. (4)

Points on the medial seam curve belong to three medial manifolds mi {i =
1, 2, 3} [8]. Assuming they are oriented so that Ui,+ = Ui⊕1,− (⊕ denotes addi-
tional modulo 3) at the seam, then the equality constraints are

∇i⊕2
m R −∇i⊕1

m R =
√

1 − ‖∇i
mR‖2Ni

m. (5)
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With some algebra, the equality constraints above can be written as

∂R

∂si
+

√

1 − (
∂R

∂t
)2Ni⊕1

m · Ni⊕2
m = 0, (6)

where t is the tangent vector of the seam curve, and si = t×Ni
m, which is tangent

to the medial manifold mi and orthogonal to the seam curve. Accordingly, the
soft penalty for violating this constraint can be put as

(
∂R

∂si
+

√

1 − (
∂R

∂t
)2Ni⊕1

m ·Ni⊕2
m )2. (7)

At the seam-edge intersection, ‖∇i
mR‖ equals 1 for the medial manifold whose

edge is crossing the intersection, and the other two manifolds will have angle π
(actually they merge into one manifold at the intersection point).

There are several more inequality constraints that the {m, R} pair need to
satisfy, including R > 0, ‖∇mR‖ ≤ 1, and the Jacobian constraint. Refer to [1]
for a more detailed description.

Template-Building for Initialization. The deformable medial model fits an
initial cardiac medial template to the binary segmentation of cardiac shapes;
thus, prior to the fitting, a cardiac medial template needs to be generated. In
theory the template can be any simple hand-created model as long as the topol-
ogy configuration is correct. However, a data-driven model which is closer to the
true solution obviously would help the deformable model avoid local minimums
in the fitting process. In our work, the template is derived through several steps.
First, a volumetric template is iteratively generated from the dataset itself us-
ing a method similar to [9]. We use the symmetric diffeomorphic registration
algorithm developed by Avants et al. [10] in the volumetric template construc-
tion. In this step, the deformation fields which warp the volumetric template to
individual cardiac shapes are also generated and saved. Then, the volumetric
template is binarized and the Voronoi Skeleton of the binary image is computed
using qhull (www.qhull.org). The Voronoi Skeleton can be further pruned if it
has a lot of fuzzy branches. In our case, however, it turns out there are not a
lot of fuzzy branches for the Voronoi skeleton of the template, probably because
the volumetric template, which is an unbiased average of all the cardiac images,
tends to have a smooth and regular shape. In this step, we do not require the
Voronoi Skeleton to be pruned until it has the correct topology. The Voronoi
Skeleton, however, is represented by a very dense mesh with thousands of trian-
gles, which is not suitable for a medial template. In order to generate a quality
triangulation for the skeleton mesh, vertices and triangles are placed under man-
ual control to produce the final medial template, which has 195 vertices and 381
triangles. To initialize the deformable model for a particular cardiac shape, we
warp the medial template according to the deformation field we saved in the vol-
umetric template construction step, and we use the deformed medial template
as the initialization. The pipeline is illustrated in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1. Medial template building and deformable model initialization pipeline. First:
the boundary of the binaried volumetric template constructed by iterative unbiased
averaging algorithm. Second: the pruned Voronoi Skeleton; note that it still has some
small branches and the mesh is dense. Third: the medial template constructed under
manual control. Forth: example of a deformed medial template as the initialization for
one cardiac shape.

Model Fitting. Similar to the method we used in [4], in order to fit a medial
model to a binary segmentation of a cardiac shape, we deform the medial model
defined by {m, R} to minimize an objective function which incorporates the
volumetric overlap error between the interior of the deformable model and target
cardiac shape. The object function also incorporates a set of prior terms, which
include both penalty terms of the inequality and equality constraints required by
inverse skeletonization and some regularization terms. Different from [4], where
there is only one regularization term to control the quality of the medial mesh
by penalizing big and small angles in the triangles, in this paper, we added
another term to enforce correspondence of the medial surfaces by penalizing the
distortion of medial mesh triangular area element with respect to the manually
created medial template.

The model is fitted to the 428 manual segmentations of the 2-chamber heart
model in a multi-resolution fashion. The initial template mesh is subdivided
once in the first stage and twice in the second stage to represent the medial axis,
and the target is smoothed by Gaussian kernel with variance 2 in the first stage
and variance 0.6 in the second stage. The results of the fitting are illustrated in
Fig 2. All the cardiac shapes are fitted with Dice overlap coefficient higher than
0.8 with an average of 0.92. Given that the fitted cardiac shapes are from both
healthy subjects and patients suffering common cardiovascular pathologies, this
fitting experiment really demonstrates the robustness of our method.

2.3 Time-Course Analysis of Heart Wall Thickness Maps

This section is a demonstration of the usage of the cardiac medial model by
analyzing the time-course changes of the heart wall thickness. Two important
features of the medial model are highlighted by this experiment: First is the
model’s ability to derive important shape features; and second is that the rep-
resentation of the skeleton in the model allows us to perform surface based
statistical analysis with ease.

In order to get some idea of the cardiac shapes and thickness patterns in
different phases of a cardiac cycle, we computed the mean medial manifolds
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Fig. 2. An example of fitting the 2-chamber heart shape. The top row and bottom
row are shown from different viewpoints. The first column is the binary segmentation
of the left and right ventricles. The second column is the fitted medial model, using
different color to identify medial manifolds. The third column is the model boundary:
each medial manifold generates two pieces of boundary, and those boundary patches
connect seamlessly. The fourth column overlays the model boundary, which is shown
as green surfaces, on the binary segmentation, which is shown as white wireframe.

Fig. 3. The mean and variance thickness maps rendered on the mean medial shapes for
five different phases of the cardiac cycle. On the top is the mean thickness map, on the
bottom is the variance thickness map. From left to right, the five phases are: ED (End
Diastole),MS (Mid Systole), ES (End Systole),D1 (Diastole 1) and D2 (Diastole 2).

Fig. 4. The mean thickness change map between successive phases of the cardiac cycle.
From left to right, the four mean change maps are: from ED to MS, from MS to ES,
from ES to D1, from D1 to D2.
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and thickness map in each phase. This is possible because the medial models
for those cardiac shapes are all deformed from the same template, and thus
the correspondence is known. The computation of a mean model is therefore
nothing but a point-wise averaging. The mean thickness maps as well as the
variance thickness maps in all phases are shown in Fig 3.

However, the change of the thickness map over time is still not obvious by
looking at the mean thickness maps in different time. Therefore we also obtained
the mean thickness change map between successive phases, which further illus-
trated the motion pattern over time. The mean thickness change map are shown
in Fig 4. As can be seen from the figure, the thickness of the left ventricle are
changing more rapidly than that of the right ventricle. The left ventricle heart
wall becomes thicker from ED (End Diastole) to MS (Mid Systole) to ES (End
Systole), and then becomes thinner from ES to D1 (Diastole 1) to D2 (Diastole
2). Also, the left ventricle wall changes more during the time from ES to D1
than during the time from D1 to D2.

3 Discussion

The skeleton is a natural representation for the thin, sheet-like heart wall since it
summarizes the cardiac shape effectively. In this paper, the capability of medial
model to represent the two-chamber cardiac shape is demonstrated by a exper-
iment on large scale data set consisting of both healthy subjects and patients.
The results show that the model can capture the heart shape accurately. The
paper also demonstrated the usage of medial model by a time-course heart wall
thickness analysis experiment. However, the focus this experiment is the demon-
stration of the ability of the model rather than the results of the experiment
itself. In fact the results are less interesting given that the data we used contain
both healthy subjects and patients with different diseases.

The medial modeling is particular useful for population-wise comparison and
analysis. Comparing with deterministic skeletonization, which yields discrete
surfaces with uncertain number of vertices and uncertain number of branches
that are sensitive to noises on the boundary, the medial model produces a robust
approximation to the medial axis with consistent branching configuration and
consistent surface representation. This simple and robust representation of the
medial manifolds allows population-wise study and is also useful for visualization
of statistical results. It is even possible to establish a shape-based coordinate
system for each cardiac shape, which can be a much more detailed version of the
standard sixteen segments of the left ventricle in polar plot (basal and middle
areas: six segments, apical: four segments) that is a coarse division based on
simple geometric measures.

Another important potential application of cardiac medial model is on learn-
ing based cardiac image segmentation. Active shape model (ASM) [11] is widely
used for statistical shape and appearance modeling adopted in prior based seg-
mentations. It has also been successfully applied on cardiac images [12]. Com-
paring with ASM, medial model addresses the coupling of shape and appearance
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features better by sampling the appearance features in a shape based coordinate
system [1]. The medial model also has the advantage to explicitly model the
wall thickness, an important shape features for cardiac shapes. The application
of medial model on cardiac segmentation is now under investigation.
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